RPFAB Book Nook Diorama Kit
Assembly Guide – Kit (SW/DW/TW)
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Thank you for your purchase. Now
it’s time to get your creative ideas
flowing and put together your Book
Nook Diorama!
Included parts: Wooden Laser Cut pieces, x4 magnets
(installed) and x4 screws. Acrylic window is optional.
Illustrations show Single Wide (SW) model, but the
instructions apply to Double Wide and Triple wide as well!
If you have experience with building Book Nooks:
There are different ways to assemble and use this kit so
feel free to deviate from this guide if your design requires
it! Before decorating and gluing things up, I recommend a
quick pre-assembly to mark the panels with a sketch and
notes to remember which side is up, and forward.
If you’ve never assembled a Book Nook before, here are some general tips:
I like to start by decorating the individual interior panels and base. Then assemble the
panels using a flexible hot glue. This will help allow each tab and slot to line up and create
a well shaped final box. Plus, if you want to make a change, you can easily do so at any
time.
When you’re happy that the book nook doesn’t need to be disassembled again, add a
stronger wood or epoxy glue to the joints to further secure the panels. This method
ensures the box will stay ‘square’ and be very strong. Don’t glue the exterior side panels
on!
This book nook uses removable magnetic side panels. This method allows you to remove
the panels at any time to conceal battery packs. To install the side panels, simply insert
the tabs into the front frame and close the panel. There is a notch in the top, rear
corner that you can use to re-open the panel.

With that overview in mind, let’s go to the step by step instructions!
We’re excited to see your Book Nook Story!
Use hashtag #RPFAB or send us photos to Rich@RPFab.com so that
we can support your work.
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Look for these markings. Panels marked with “FRONT >>>” indicate
that the arrows face to toward the open end. “Left” and “Right” are
stage left and stage right and match the markings on the base.

STEP 1
Let’s start with the front frame. This is two parts that get glued with wood glue. I
recommend using clothes pins or masking tape to hold them together while glue dries.

Align the inner
opening!

Wood glue!

STEP 2
Double up the gussets (with the small holes), and glue them as shown to the exterior rear
panel.

Make sure these
aren’t tilted!

We’re excited to see your Book Nook Story!
Use hashtag #RPFAB or send us photos to rich@RPFab.com so that we can support your work.
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STEP 3
Adding the magnets to the exterior side panels. Glue these in place. Again, I recommend
clothes pins or tape to keep them from moving around. Align them to the laser markings
as shown.

The laser markings
and magnets should
be on the interior of
the box!
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STEP 4
Now let’s add the base to the sub-assembly from Step 2. This can be glued on as shown. I
recommend a glue with a bit of flex to it, like hot glue.

Can be installed
either direction!

Flexible hot glue
recommended!

The laser markings
face up!
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Use hashtag #RPFAB or send us photos to rich@RPFab.com so that we can support your work.
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STEP 5
Now let’s add the interior panels to the sub-assembly from Step 4. This step will likely be
combined with decorating and painting so you may want to change the order a bit. Masking
tape on the top edge is useful to hold the walls temporarily.

Flexible hot glue
recommended!

The laser markings
face out!

We’re excited to see your Book Nook Story!
Use hashtag #RPFAB or send us photos to rich@RPFab.com so that we can support your work.
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STEP 6
Add the exterior top panel to the sub-assembly from Step 5. This step can be a bit tricky
but the tabs and slots will fit together well. While you are decorating interior corners, keep
the top installed as much as possible to ensure the walls are in the right location when it
comes time to permanently attach it. Also while decorating, you can use the enclosed rubber
band to hold the top in place.

Flexible hot glue
recommended!
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STEP 7
The Front frame sub-assembly from Step 1 should now fit into place. We install the frame
with the wider end to the top to hide ceiling mounted LED lights. This part would normally
be attached with wood glue or epoxy unless you plan to remove it.
If you don’t think you’ll need to disassembly the model, this is also a good time to add
adhesive to all other panel joints to add strength.

Wider end to the
top!

Permanent glue
recommended!

We’re excited to see your Book Nook Story!
Use hashtag #RPFAB or send us photos to rich@RPFab.com so that we can support your work.
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STEP 8
If you have the optional window, you can slide it in and out at any time. To slide it in, place
the book nook face down on the front panel. Remove the paper protection from the acrylic
panel and slide it in from either side as shown. It may catch on the wall of the opposite
side, so take care with a slim object like a knife blade to help it slide into place. It will be
held in place with the side panels, so no glue is recommended.

Do not glue!
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STEP 9
Final step! Using a small screw driver (Phillips #1 size) install x4 screws provided into the
gussets. Leave the screw head sticking out about 1mm. The screws are steel, and the
magnets in the side panels will attract to them holding the side panels in place.
Install the side panels. Insert the three tabs to the front frame slots. Allow the side
panel to close and latch. You can use the finger notches to release the panel.
Finger notch to
open panel.
Magnet will stick to the
screw. Thread the screw
in or out to adjust side
panel gap.

Do not glue!

(MR Mirrored box shown)
We’re excited to see your Book Nook Story!
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FINISHED!
Single Wide (SW)

Double Wide (DW)

Triple Wide (TW)

We’re excited to see your Book Nook Story!
Use hashtag #RPFAB or send us photos to rich@RPFab.com so that we can support your work.

